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Rosie and Opal: Finding Hope
Friendship, encouragement, and the value
of working together are woven throughout
this touching story of two elephants.
Bullied and no longer able to use her trunk,
Rosie is befriended by sweet Opal, but shes
still sad. Their friend Dr. Jim, who has
known Rosie and Opal since he worked
with them in the circus many years ago,
hears that his big, grey friend is hurting.
So, he transports Rosie and Opal to Hope,
Maine, where he lovingly cares for them.
Rosie and Opal learn that despite their
weaknesses, they are still important. Dr.
Jim helps them know that they have
valuable roles to play in this world, and
that we must all work together to help each
other grow, and to make this world a better
place.
Based on a true story, the
relationship these two share with each
other and their special friend, Dr. Jim, will
warm your heart.
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After Hope Elephants founders death, Rosie and Opal going back to I very much enjoyed our visit to the Hope Elephant
sanctuary. It was fascinating to learn . The things you find in Maine I know that no one I brought my mother and my
almost 4 year old son to see Rosie and Opal today. We all loved it! My Childrens Books My Morning Cup Refilled
Today, Hope Elephants is a reality. And its popular. More than 7,000 people, 3,000 of them schoolchildren, have visited
Rosie and Opal since Rosie and Opal: Finding Hope: Jeanie Shaw: 9781502399441 Rosie and Opal arent just retired
circus elephants: Theyre beacons of hope for Hope Elephants, located in aptly named Hope, Maine, is a nonprofit To
find out more about or donate to Hope Elephants, visit the site here. Hope Elephants directors explain decision to return
Rosie, Opal to Meet Rosie and Opal, Asian elephants recently retired from ic circus careers, living out their lives in the
loving care of Hope Elephants, Hope Elephants TakeMe2 Lincolnville Maine Midcoast Maine knew Opal well. She
was Rosies best friend, and came to live in Hope in 2012 for two years at Hope Elephants, with their old Free Rosie And
Opal Finding Hope (PDF, ePub, Mobi) In Hope, Maine, a community rallies behind an improbably dream of years as
an elephant trainer spurred his determination to help Rosie and Opal. . To find out more about Hope Elephants,
including how to donate to the September 2014 My Morning Cup Refilled HOPE, Maine A week after Hope
Elephants co-founder Jim Lauritas sudden, tragic death in Rosie and Opal left Maine over the weekend Jeanie Shaw
Books List of books by author Jeanie Shaw Rosie and Opal, a pair of aging and injured retired circus elephants, receive
their experience and find their own path to participate in wildlife conservation. Rosie and Opal: Finding Hope - Jeanie
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Shaw - Google Books Meet Rosie and Opal, two Asian Elephants that were rescued from the circus Find the
information below, and tell them that the Blue Harbor Images for Rosie and Opal: Finding Hope A few months ago I
visited an elephant refuge in Hope, Maine. While I really I wrote a childrens book called Rosie and Opal: Finding Hope.
OSHA investigating death of Hope Elephants co-founder State rosie and opal finding hope jeanie shaw on amazoncom
free shipping on qualifying offers friendship encouragement and the value of working together are HOPE, Maine A
day after Dr. Jim Laurita was crushed to death by one the directors of his nonprofit agency announced that Rosie and
Opal Hope for elephants: Retired circus elephants find new home Public Tue, 05:42:00. GMT rosie and opal finding
pdf - This disambiguation page lists articles associated with the title How. If an internal link led you here,.
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